Reducing climate drift in coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) usually requires 1000-2000 years of spinup, which has not been practical for every modeling group to do. For the purpose of evaluating the impact of climate drift, the authors have performed a multimillennium-long control run of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies model (GISS-EH) AOGCM and produced different twentiethcentury historical simulations and subsequent twenty-first-century projections by branching off the control run at various stages of equilibration. The control run for this model is considered at quasi equilibration after a 1200-yr spinup from a cold start. The simulations that branched off different points after 1200 years are robust, in the sense that their ensemble means all produce the same future projection of warming, both in the global mean and in spatial detail. These robust projections differ from the one that was originally submitted to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), which branched off a not-yet-equilibrated control run. The authors test various common postprocessing schemes in removing climate drift caused by a not-yet-equilibrated ocean initial state and find them to be ineffective, judging by the fact that they differ from each other and from the robust results that branched off an equilibrated control. The authors' results suggest that robust twenty-first-century projections of the forced response can be achieved by running climate simulations from an equilibrated ocean state, because memory of the different initial ocean state is lost in about 40 years if the forced run is started from a quasi-equilibrated state.
Introduction
Global temperature is likely to increase further if greenhouse gas emissions continue unchecked (Brohan et al. 2006; Hansen et al. 2001 Hansen et al. , 2006 Smith et al. 2008; Pachauri and Reisinger 2007; Broecker 2007) . Various mitigation efforts are being negotiated and policies implemented to keep the increase under, for example, 28C (Meinshausen et al. 2009 ). Such policy efforts are informed by projections of coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs).
Since the Third Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), flux adjustment has been abandoned by most AOGCMs. Instead, these models rely on the control runs having run long enough to attain quasi equilibration between the atmosphere and oceans before the twentieth-century historical simulation is carried out. However, it usually takes more than 1000 years for a model control to attain such a quasiequilibrated state in the absence of forcing trends. In practice, twentieth-century simulations were commonly performed after a few hundred years of spinup. It can be shown that most Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 3 (CMIP3) (Meehl et al. 2007 ) models have serious climate drift problems (Gupta et al. 2012) . The consequences of the climate drifts are most problematic for multidecadal-to century-long projections-an important range for policy decisions. For longer-range projections under increasing greenhouse forcing, the forced solution overwhelms the effect of climate drifts.
In very long control runs (called ''control'' here) without forcing trends, there are three stages of climate drift; only the first two stages are commonly known as ''climate drift.'' The first is the ''coupling shock'' (also called the ''major drift'')-the large but rapid change when the atmosphere and ocean modules are first coupled-and ''millennium drift''-the slow drift that takes several hundred years. No models participating in IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) (Solomon et al. 2007 ) submitted runs that branched off control runs beyond the millennium drift stage (Gupta et al. 2012) . Remedies adopted in AR4 consist mainly of subtracting the ''drift'' from a parallel control (with preindustrial conditions) from the twentiethcentury simulation and subsequent twenty-first-century projection. Since the process governing ocean heat uptake is highly nonlinear, subtracting either the surface temperature or the heat flux of the parallel control from the simulation may not be the correct solution. There is additionally a third stage, ''the quasi equilibration'' in very long control runs, which, despite its name, still contains large low-frequency variability. Some such variability has multicentury-long periods and behaves like the second stage of climate drift. In some other models the internal variability has such large amplitudes that it affects the initial state used depending on when the twentiethcentury simulation branches off the control.
We have performed a multimillennium-long integration using the Goddard Institute for Space Studies model (GISS-EH; Shindell et al. 2006; Sun and Bleck 2006) (the model is a slightly updated version that GISS-EH used for IPCC AR4 to correct a minor error in ozone). In the preindustrial control, the amount of greenhouse gases and atmospheric aerosol loading is kept at a constant preindustrial level. For validation purposes (Camp and Tung 2007; Tung et al. 2008) , solar forcing varies periodically in an 11-yr solar cycle.
Control runs
Long-term integrations of the control are shown in Fig. 1 , starting with 1850 atmospheric conditions. For GISS-EH, there was no spinup done prior to the start of the control (Gupta et al. 2012; Sun and Bleck 2006) . The large 0.58C drop during first 20 years (the coupling shock) in Fig. 1 is followed by a significant secular cooling of 0.58C for the next 350 years (Shindell et al. 2006) . [The twentieth-century simulation was done for AR4 off the control 200 years after the start, as indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 1 . This branching-off point was chosen by the GISS team (Shindell et al. 2006 ).] The model control then takes 800 years to warm, and is considered to be ''quasi equilibrated'' 1200 years after the start (see also Liang et al. 2013) , although the presence of 500-yr lowfrequency variability in this model makes such a determination somewhat arbitrary. No scenario or attribution runs should have been done by branching off the first 1200 years of GISS-EH control.
Twentieth-century climate simulations and twenty-first-century projections
It is widely accepted that climate simulations are sensitive to initial conditions and to changing computer hardware. An ensemble average is often used to remove the chaos and reveal the forced solution (Deser et al. 2012 ). What we are addressing here is a different problem: because the longer-term drift is approximately common among the ensemble members, it cannot be removed by common ensemble averaging. In projecting future warming under emission scenarios, it is understood that models do not necessarily produce the correct internal variability and so ensemble averaging is commonly used to reveal the forced response as different phases of model internal variability, such as El Niño or Atlantic multidecadal oscillation, tend to average out. However, since climate drift is an unforced variability that remains after ensemble averaging, the interpretation of the ensemble mean as the forced response is correct only if model drift can be removed.
We produce the ensemble mean (with five ensemble members each initiated a decade apart) of the twentiethcentury historical simulation from 1850 to 2005 using the same changing radiative forcing and the same initial conditions as those submitted to the CMIP3. The runs are then continued to 2100 under the AR4 A1B emission scenario (Pachauri and Reisinger 2007) . In Fig. 2 , we show the spatial pattern of the projected warming at calendar years 2050 and 2090. We take 20-yr averages centered at these two years. No postprocessing, such as subtracting out the parallel control climate drift, is done. Run A branched off 2240 years after the start and run B branched off 2970 years after the start of the control. The projection is robust in spatial details as long as it is produced off an equilibrated control, despite the fact that one branching-off point gives a warm initial condition and one a cold initial condition. In fact, the initial conditions for runs A and B, indicated by the arrows in the top panel of Fig. 1 , were chosen to highlight the difference in the initial conditions. This robust behavior is in contrast to the projection of the original run submitted to AR4 (labeled ''AR4 run''), with a not-yet-equilibrated branching-off point from the control. The qualitative features are especially different in the multidecadal (year 2050) projections. The run denoted as AR4 misses the North Atlantic cooling. Instead the cooling occurs in the North Pacific. The Arctic amplification of warming is only over the northeastern part of Canada. This figure demonstrates the sensitivity of the 50-yr projected warming to the presence or absence of climate drift. It also shows that when the runs branch off equilibrated control, the solution is insensitive to the initial condition, which is quite different, as shown in the top panels of Fig. 2 , and yet the eventual warming is almost the same.
It is often thought that the effect of climate drift can be removed (or reduced) if we subtract the drift of the parallel control from the simulation and projection runs.
The effect is shown in Fig. 3 with different offsets, all with the subtraction of the corresponding control trend, as in AR4. In the top panels, each run is offset by its initial condition, so that what is shown is the warming anomaly from 1850. The subtraction of the climate drift in control not only does not reduce the difference of the not-yet-equilibrated run from the equilibrated runs, but it introduces artificial differences between the equilibrated runs that were not in the raw model output. Amplified warming in the Arctic reported previously for this model is not found when started from the equilibrated control, while Antarctic warming is much more amplified. This is caused by the subtraction of the initial state in defining the ''warming anomaly.'' Nevertheless, the feature of amplified polar warming emerges in both poles by year 2090. By then, the forced solution dominates over the climate drift. For presentation purposes in AR4's chapter 10, each model's 1980-99 mean is subtracted; this is shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3 . Almost all prominent continental and oceanic features are different by 2050 in the three runs. The conclusion is that the subtraction of the parallel control drift from the simulation runs cannot remedy the drift problem and in addition creates an artificial difference between equilibrated runs that were not in the raw model output.
FIG. 1. (top)
Global-mean surface air temperature for GISS-EH from a multimillennium preindustrial control experiment with no changes in anthropogenic forcing, and (bottom) its Fourier spectrum (only quasi-equilibrium states are considered). Confidence levels at 99%, 95%, and 90% are shown by the red, blue, and green curves, respectively. The three branch-off points referred to later in the paper are marked by arrows, and the underlying climate drift of each simulation run is shown by the corresponding color.
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Therefore, this commonly adopted remedy for climate drift is not recommended. Figure 4 compares the global-mean, ensemble-mean surface air temperature of the three runs for the period 1850-2100. The red curve reproduces the AR4 GISS-EH model result simulated 200 years after the start of the control. The green and gray curves represent runs that branch off ''quasi equilibrated'' states in the control. In Fig. 4a , the ''raw'' results are shown without postprocessing. All runs off the quasi-equilibrated control converge to each other after 40 years. Afterward the difference from these runs is surprisingly small. This fact has been verified with 20 individual runs of GISS-EH and also confirmed using the Community Climate System Model, version 4 (CCSM4). This was shown in Liang et al. 2013 using the same 1% yr 21 increase in CO 2 . The projection is robust as long as the model is adequately spun up. In the rest of Fig. 4 , common remedies to deal with climate drift are applied. In Fig. 4b , the parallel control is subtracted year by year. In Figs. 4c and 4d , the linear trend of the parallel control is subtracted, but with different offsets. In Figs. 4b and 4c, the projected warming by the equilibrated runs A and B is the same regardless of whether the actual control or its linear trend is subtracted, but they both are warmer after the mid-twentyfirst century, by about 0.68C, than the original GISS-EH projection, which branched off a not-yet-equilibrated control. To put that difference in perspective, runs A and B now project that the 28C warming threshold from preindustrial conditions will be crossed a decade before that projected by GISS-EH for AR4. This highlights the importance of dealing with the climate drift for such projections.
Intermodel difference was reduced in the AR4 presentation by subtracting from each model result its own mean in a certain period-say 1951-80. This is shown in Fig. 4d for the same three simulations. Obviously the difference between all runs is reduced not only for 1951-80 but also for a decade and half after. However, there is still a 0.58C difference in 2099 between the gray (run A branching off equilibrated control) and the red curve (branching off nonequilibrated control). All historical simulations agree remarkably well with the observation, similarly offset, and so that good agreement cannot be used to select a ''best'' run for the projection to the future.
Similar behavior in another AOGCM
Are the results reported above peculiar to the GISS-EH AOGCM? To find out, we have carried out a 5000-yr control run of CCSM4 (North et al. 2011 ) at T31 resolution (Liang et al. 2013, their Fig. 1) . CCSM4 is the model being used for the forthcoming assessment report. There were some differences in the forcing among models participating in AR4, which make detailed intermodel comparison difficult. In that paper, Liang et al. (2013) reported the results of runs, each 80-yr long, for each of the two models (CCSM4 and GISS-EH) using the same 1% yr 21 increase in CO 2 in radiative forcing, by branching off over 50 different points in the control runs. These runs convinced us that the results reported here are common to the two models, despite their different time trajectories of spinup shown in their respective preindustrial control runs.
Conclusions
We report an underappreciated uncertainty in transient climate simulations: Simply by running an AOGCM longer in a control run before we branch off the control and start the climate simulation, the projected future warming changes. This is true even if the drift in the control run is subtracted out. The culprit is the so-called FIG. 4 . Ensemble mean of globally and annually averaged surface air temperature for (left) historical simulation runs and (right) future A1B scenario runs. Each ensemble member is generated by initiating at different 10-yr intervals centered at 2240 years after the start of the preindustrial control (gray) and at 2970 years after the start (green), along with simulations published online by GISS (run AR4; red) to correct for errors made in the version submitted to AR4, which branched off 200 years after the start of the control. (Hansen et al. 2010) . Note the changes in scale in the right panels, which are simply continuations of the corresponding left panels. climate drift, caused by the imbalance of the model ocean state with its atmosphere. Subtraction of the contemporaneous control run, a commonly adopted remedy, cannot remove the climate drift resulting from such an imbalance.
The problem discussed here is different from that of decadal predictability. On decadal time scales, the difference shown among different runs is due mainly to the difference in the initial conditions (see Fig. 2 , top, and Fig. 4a ), which exists even at quasi equilibrium. It is well known that decadal prediction is highly dependent on the memory of the initial condition (Meehl et al. 2009 ). While ensemble averaging reduces the impact of the initial conditions in favor of the forced response, the effect of climate drifts still appears in the ensemble mean. Nevertheless, we have shown that, provided that the initial state for both the atmosphere and the oceans is derived from a quasi-equilibrium control, the memory of the initial condition is lost after 40 years. Beyond that, the ensemble mean solution is controlled by the trajectory of the radiative forcing, such as the change in greenhouse gases. While unforced internal variability is often substantial in the control run, such variability is not carried over to the ensemble-mean simulation after 40 years. Robust projections can be achieved under moderate to strong forcing, but only if the model has been adequately spun up.
Based on our findings, we propose that all models participating in future assessment reports should have been run long enough for the control to be beyond the ''millennium drift'' stage. By doing so, a robust future climate projection can be made as the forced response to the changing radiative forcing without further subtraction of the contemporaneous control run drift.
